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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015117767A1] The invention relates to a fitting having a pivoting outlet, having a fitting housing (1) which is mounted so as to be
pivotable about a housing axis (A) and in which a valve element (9), in particular a mixing cartridge, for temperature and/or flow rate adjustment
of mixed water is arranged in pivotably fixed fashion, which valve element (9) is connected at the inlet side to hot and cold water lines (15, 17) and
at the outlet side to a mixed water line (19) which leads to a water outlet (3), wherein an adapter (11) has at least one flow passage (45) which
connects the valve element (9) in terms of flow to the mixed water line (19). According to the invention, the mixed water line (19) which adjoins the
adapter-side mixed water flow passage (45) in the flow direction is formed by at least one line element (55), in particular by a diverting insert. The
fitting furthermore has at least one pivot bearing point (65, 67) at which the line element (55) is pivotably mounted, in particular coaxially with respect
to the housing axis (A).
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